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Rider Apparel
“Tuffa Footwear Limited is a family owned business specialising in the design, production
and distribution of horse riding footwear and accessories, like chaps, gloves, gaiters and
socks.
We started in 1997 and are proud to have established a brand reputation for style,
durability and quality.
We sell mostly in the UK, but we are now seeing more demand for our products in North
America, Europe, the Middle East and Australasia.
Our base is sited in a lovely rural setting in mid-Norfolk.
We have our own horses and ponies within our grounds and we enjoy riding them locally,
when of course we use our own products!
Most of our riding boots are manufactured in Europe and we continuously ensure that our
products meet our stringent quality and safety standards.
All of us at Tuffa hope you buy and enjoy our products and that you have a positive
buying experience that gets repeated many times over the years to come.
Thank you for choosing Tuffa!”

Tuffa

Tuffa

CODE: TUF BOOT POLO
Size: 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44
Colours: Black, Brown

Our best selling Jodhpur boot, the Polo is ideal for
children or as a staple riding boot for adults. Made
using high quality leather on a rubber sole, this
boot is hard wearing and comfortable. Recently
modified for an improved fit and additional
comfort, this boot goes perfectly with our range
of chaps and gaiters.

Jodhpur Boot

Childs Polo Boot

CODE: TUF BOOT POL CH
Size: 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35
Colours: Black, Brown

Tuffa

Tuffa

A soft versatile full grain leather gaiter that has a
superb amount of stretch, with a double reinforced
elastic stirrup strap and leather lining. This elegant
looking gaiter is a must for the more discerning
rider. Especially cut for a closer fit. Ideal for the
larger calf fittings. They make a super combination
with our Polo jodhpur boot and provide a show
finish when worn together.

A soft versatile full grain leather gaiter that has a
superb amount of stretch, with a double reinforced
elastic stirrup strap and leather lining. This elegant
looking gaiter is a must for the more discerning
rider. Especially cut for a closer fit. Ideal for the
larger calf fittings. They make a super combination
with our Polo Jodhpur boot and provide a show
finish when worn together.

CODE: TUF GAIT TRAKAN
Size: XXSmall, Xtra Small, Small, Med, Large,
Xtra Large, Med/Short, Large/Short
Colours: Black

CODE: TUF GAIT CHTRAK
Size: C Med, C Large, C Xtra Large,
C Xtra Large Narrow
Colours: Black

Trakaner Gaiter

Childs Trakaner Gaiter

Tuffa

Childs Shetland Chap
Soft and comfortable washable half chap. YKK zip
and elastic panel provides great shape and fit.

CODE: TUF GAIT CHAP SHETLA
Size: Small, Med, Large, Xtra Large
Colours: Blue/Pink, Purple, Black/Silver,
Raspberry/Navy
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